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STUDY OF CORRUPTION IN AND STEAM LINE OF GOVERNMENT 
LIBERATED SCHEMES/SUBSIDIES

Awari Mahesh Babu 
Professor in Civil Engineering Department, 

Tirumala Engineering College, Hyderabad, TS., India .            

ABSTRACT  
T h i s  p a p e r  d e a l s  w i t h  t h e  
everywhere problem of corruption 
and regularization of liberated 
schemes/subsid ies  of  ru l ing  
Government... By looking at the 
legal and executive provisions to 
corruption, it is shown how futile the 
attempts so far have been. Among 
the glut of reasons for failure to 
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corruption, it is concluded that the 
more important ones are the 
i n s u f f i c i e nt  a n d  i n ef fe c t i ve  
enforcement mechanisms, be 
deficient in of political will, and more 
importantly the cultural context of 
social approval and easy exonera- 
tion. Any indignation that is there is 
largely confined to civic speaking, 
not action. Despite some helpful 
developments such as association of 
political leaders/ political people 
investments in liberated schemes as 
their moral responsibility and 
control on liberated schemes and 
corruption liberated schemes. Some 
of the ruling parties announced 
liberated schemes for vote banking.   
The need seems to be a serious 
effort to develop sound norms by 
changing the societal culture, which 
places the premium on the 
shoulders of political parties. 
Political leaders/people, Govern- 

ment officials take bribe for doing or sanctioning liberated schemes for poor or desired people.
 There is great loss of national prosperity due to various scams in liberated schemes. In order to 

treat society/political leaders from this lethal social immorality, we should know its causes, 
consequences and remedies. So, the present paper will be an attempt to put anxiety on the need to 
keep the issue of dishonesty in Government liberated schemes agenda.

 :Corruption, Scams, Liberated schemes, Political leaders, Transparency.KEYWORDS
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STUDY OF CORRUPTION IN AND STEAM LINE OF GOVERNMENT LIBERATED SCHEMES/SUBSIDIES

INTRODUCTION :

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Objectives of the study are:

STUDY OF CORRUPTION AND LIBERATED SCHEMES

The Corruption in India in Government liberated schemes is all insidious; leaving no section of 
life untouched. Corruption is spread over in the society in several forms in Government liberated 
schemes. Of these, the major forms are: bribe (money offered in cash or kind or gift as incentive to 
procure illegal or deceitful action) for sanction of liberated schemes; several liberated schemes for 
political mileage. The ancient lineage of corruption in India sanctioned by tradition is evident by these 
words of Kautilya, the author of ‘Arthasastra’ provide an important clue to the character of a political 
regime.3 India is no longer considered a soft state as political scientists once used to call it. It has now 
become a kleptocracy, a consideration state, where everything to be had can be had for a consideration 
is all pervasive; leaving no section of life untouched forms. “There are two things in Indian history-One 
is the incredible optimism and potential of the place and the other is the betrayal of that potential –for 
example, ruling political parties will gets votes by means of Government liberated schemes. 

“Corruption” is defined according to Webster’s dictionary, as inducement by mean of improper 
consideration to commit a violation of a duty. This inducement is not necessarily mean that it should 
include money only. This can be price rewards gifts or announcement of additional liberated schemes 
or favor also. The Santhanam Committee Report 1964 defines corruption as “improper or selfish 
exercise of power and influence attached to a public office or to a special position one occupies in public 
life”. Corruption in simple terms may be described as “an act of bribery”. It has been also described as 
“the public power for private profits in a way that constitutes a breach of law or a deviation from the 
norms of society”. D. H. Bailey has explained it as “misuse of authority as a result of consideration of 
personal gain which needs not to be monetary”. 

• To study the nature and various typologies of corruption in Government liberated schemes
•To assess various sectors level to corruption in Government liberated schemes
•To know the reasons of corruption in Government liberated schemes
•To suggest some ways to fight against corruption and stream line of Government liberated schemes

 In this paper, all these problems are presented and also described some suggestions to reduce 
the corruption in Government liberated schemes. The objective of this paper is to focus on the causes 
of corruption and to highlight the forms of corruption in Government liberated schemes.

 Corruption is a hazard to the civil culture. It is also as old as mankind. But its levels change and 
decline with economic development, in particular with the rise of the middle class. This India 
Corruption Study is unique. Unlike earlier surveys, this one is focused on BPL households, mostly in 
rural India. Corruption is the misuse of public power (by elected politicians or appointed civil servants) 
for personal gain. In order to ensure that not only public corruption but also private corruption 
between individuals and businesses could be covered by the same simple definition: Corruption is the 
misuse of entrusted power (by heritage, education, marriage, election, appointment or whatever else) 
for private gain. According to D. H. Bailey, corruption is “misuse of authority as a result of consideration 
of personal gain which need not be monetary. It is in the form of getting votes and political mileage by 
means of liberated schemes. One of political family in a village/town is getting following benefits from 
the Government from liberated schemes
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1. Free House 
2. Childern tuition fee reimbursement 
3. Ration Sugar , Rice Dal etc
4 .Monthly old age pension 
5. Free electricity
6. Free Tv
7. Free laptop for their children 
8. Free cycles
9. Medical reimbursements
10. Agriculture benefit
11. Exemption loan on agriculture
12. Gas subsidies
14 .Free drinking water
15. Free land for proposed industry

Misuse of public property in the form of liberated schemes for the political benefit is highly 
despicable. The total sanction budget for liberated schemes is not reaching to desired candidates.  
Some of the observations proved that 30% to 40% of the allocated funds are triumph to desired 
persons.

•Desired   persons liberated schemes /subsidies should selected from village gatherings, street 
gatherings, mandal, ward gatherings. All the political leaders and local concern scheme officers should 
be present. 
•Political reforms, including the financing of political parties in Government liberated schemes and 
elections; 
•Implementing  smart ration cards to avoid corruption of dealers/mediators
•Economic reforms in Government liberated schemes, regulating markets and the financial sector; 
•Financial controls: budget, bookkeeping, reporting in Government liberated schemes; 
•Public supervision: media, parliament, local administrators and councils, registration in Government 
liberated schemes; 
•Liberated access to information and data of Government liberated schemes; 
•Maintaining law and order in Government liberated schemes; 
•Improving and strengthening of the judicial system in Government liberated schemes; 
•Whistleblowers and civil society organizations (NGO’s) for Government liberated schemes. 

 We know that corruption in Government liberated schemes will not disappear from society. 
Our efforts are meant to restrict corruption and to protect as much as possible the poor and weak in our 
societies. In the end all corruption costs are paid by the consumer and the tax-payer. They need 
security. The small corruption does not cost much but are remarkable to the public. 

Corruption in Government liberated schemes India has wings, not wheels. As the nation grows, 
the Corrupt also grows to invent new methods of cheating the government and public. The causes of 
corruption are many and complex. The following are some of the causes of corruption of Government 

FIGHTING CORRUPTION N TAKES PLACE IN OF GOVERNMENT LIBERATED SCHEMES 

CAUSES 
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liberated schemes. 
•Appearance of political influential which believes in interest-oriented rather than nation-oriented 
programmes and policies. 
•Political leaders are interested in vote bank schemes. Ruling parties will announces liberated schemes 
for their own political mileage
•Corruption is caused as well as increased because of the change in the assessment system and moral 
behavior of men who govern. 
•The old ideals of ethics, overhaul and sincerity are regarded as superseded. 
•Vast size of population joined with pervasive illiteracy and the poor economic infrastructure lead to 
common corruption in public life. 
•Complex laws and procedures deter common people from seeking help from the government 
officers/ political leaders.  Election time is a time when corruption is at its peak in Government liberated 
schemes and ruling party announce more liberated schemes.
•Bribery to politicians buys influence, and bribery by politicians buys votes. In order to get elected, 
politicians bribe poor, illiterate people. 
•Indirectly politicians buy votes by means of Government liberated schemes

Corruption of Government liberated schemes is an obstinate problem. It may be concluded that 
corruption today has ceased to shock people. So long corruption fails to attract legal, moral and social 
censures; there is no hope of eliminating or even reducing it. It may not be possible to root out 
corruption completely at all levels but it is certainly possible to roll it down or to contain it within the 
tolerable limits. Corruption is a cancer which every Indian must strive to eradicate.  Ruling Government 
announce genuine liberated schemes as they are part(share holders) in liberated scheme funds. 
Genuine liberated/subsidy schemes are required for poor people which should change their life style. 
One benefit should be given for one family and after completing that benefit to all desired candidates 
other benefit should be allotted. These benefits should reach desired candidates irrespective of party, 
region, religion, caste with transparency
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